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                      Our roots
                     
                    

                    South Georgia Pecan Company founded in 1913 as a small pecan shelling plant owned by the Pearlman family of Valdosta. While the last century has certainly caused us to adapt and innovate to meet the needs of a changing industry and a changing world, we keep tradition alive where it matters most – in the way we approach and value our relationships, both with our growers and with our customers.

                  

                

              

                            
                

                
                  
                    
                      THE BEST

                      More than 
 pecans
                     
                    

                    South Georgia Pecan is so much more than pecans, we source the best products and make them available to the world, almonds, walnuts, cashews, macadamia nuts and so much more. And we do it quickly, reliably, and with that unique personal touch that keeps you coming back for more. 

                  

                

              

                            
                

                
                  
                    
                      WHY US?

                      Not 
 just a 
 transaction
                     
                    

                    Buying from South Georgia Pecan is more than a transaction. It is the beginning of a long-term relationship, one where we use our century’s-worth of industry expertise to deliver you the highest-quality product quickly and at a competitive price.
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                    In 2015, Worn Family became the sole owner of the South Georgia Pecan. The company has since then grown with an improved Eastern Produccion Facility and expanded to El Paso, TX, where in 2023, the new state-of-the-art Western Facility will start shelling pecans using the most innovative process in the industry.
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                          let’s keep in touch

                                      Stay in the loop with new product releases, recipes, articles, product information and much more.
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                                                  2220 East Hill Ave. 
 Valdosta, GA    |    U.S.A.
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                 We appreciate you reaching out. We will make sure to get back to you as soon as we can! Make sure to look through our products to see all of our capabilities. 
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